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Risk Assessment – Participation by Juniors at National Ranking Slalom Events 
 

 
Hazard Consequence Serious? Response/ Controls Responsibility 

What Likelihood What Likelihood  Event 
org. 

Club 
coach 

Parent* Paddler 

Unrelated 
illness 

Depends 
on group 

various various various Take necessary medications 
inhalers/ syringes etc. to event and 
administer as necessary. 

    

Wet, cold probable discomfort possible minor Judgment to be made on necessary 
clothing -  thermals, waterproof 
cagoule, suitable footwear, wetsuit if 
neccessary. 

    

Capsize/ 
swim 

Possible Hypothermia negligible serious Withdraw trainee from event if judged 
necessary. 

    

Swept 
downstream 

negligible minor Provide rescue equipment and safety 
boat. 

    
 

Pins, 
Entrap-
ment 

Very 
unlikely 

Drowning if 
capsized 
and not 
rescued 

negligible Very 
serious 

Judge paddler’s competence to 
compete in the event. 
Ensure safe course design and 
safety measures are in place. 

 
 
 

   

Fatigue Probable discomfort possible minor Withdraw trainee from event if judged 
necessary. 

    

Impact with 
rocks, slips 
on river 
bank 

Possible cuts, 
grazes, 
strains 

possible Depends 
on injury 

Ensure qualified First Aider on site 
and  First Aid kit checked. 

    

Fractures, 
dislocations 

negligible serious Ensure safety equipment is worn 
correctly - helmets, BA’s. 
Ensure emergency service contact 
details known. 

 

 
 

   

Kit 
breakages 

slight moderate No special action.     

Strains possible discomfort possible minor Warm up before getting on the water.  
Supervise lifting/handling. 

    

Water 
swallowed 

possible Stomach 
complaints 

negligible Minor No immediate action.      

Weil’s negligible serious Monitor any “swimmers” for flu 
symptoms over 1 week. 

    

 
*  Parent may assign responsibility (written permission using a relevant form) to another adult, but not to the event organizer nor any club coach.
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Risk Assessment – Participation by Juniors at National Ranking Slalom Events 
 

 
Safe Operating Procedures for adults responsible for junior competitors. 
 

Start of event: 
1. Visually check kit. Conformant helmet and BA are mandatory.  
2. Warm up and stretch routines. 
3. If lead coach judges it necessary given water levels and paddler abilities, lead coach to post rescue teams with throw 

lines at appropriate places, safety boats and chaser boats for weak rollers. 
 

During event: 
4. Withdraw all paddlers suffering cold, exhaustion, injuries or illness etc.  
5. If injuries are more than minor burns, grazes, cuts they are reportable. Examples are broken bones, dislocations, 

concussion, near drowning, any loss of consciousness-even temporary, seizures, cuts requiring stitches, any other 
incident requiring medical attention beyond First Aid. In these cases participant must be withdrawn immediately and the 
incident reported to the race organisers. 
 

After event: 
6. Warm down and stretch routines as judged necessary. 
7. Any reportable injuries – written report may be required by organisers. 
8. Monitor any “swimmers” for one week, advise doctor if flu symptoms develop. 

 
 
 


